We give a closed-form evaluation of a number of ErdÃ elyi-Kober fractional integrals involving elliptic integrals of the ÿrst and second kind, in terms of the 3F2 generalized hypergeometric function. Reduction formulae for 3F2 enable us to simplify the solutions for a number of particular cases.
Introduction
Let K and E denote, respectively, the complete elliptic integrals of the ÿrst and second kind with modulus k, deÿned by (see, for instance, entries 110.06 and 110.07 in Byrd and Friedman [3] )
The complementary modulus k deÿned by
plays an important role in the theory of elliptic integrals and is used in the deÿnition of auxiliary functions K = K(k ) and E = E(k ). Prudnikov et al. [4, Chapter 2.16] , is probably the richest source of integrals involving the complete elliptic integrals K and E. Most of them are new results derived by the authors, while some are compilations of older ones listed in the standard text on the subject [3] .
However, few integrals involving K(k ) and E(k ) can be found in the literature. Bushell [2] has recently shown that
hold for ¿ − 1. Here, stands for the gamma function. We extend and generalize these results in dealing with the deÿnite integrals
which are in the form of the ErdÃ elyi-Kober fractional integrals [6] . We evaluate integrals (4) in closed form in terms of the 3 F 2 hypergeometric function and discuss a number of particular cases. We also give the generalization of the integrals in (4) for any function (k) = ∞ r=0 a r k r with |k| ¡ 1.
Evaluation of (4)
It can be shown that integrals (4), here denoted by I , can be transformed into
In order to evaluate them consider
where the parameters are subject to the conditions Re( ) ¿ 0, Re( ) ¿ 0 and
with ¿0, so that (1) and (2) lead to H ( x; 0) = K( x) and H ( x; 1) = E( x). Expanding the second factor in the integrand in H ( x; ) into a binomial series and integrating (6) term by term we obtain
where it is assumed that the radius of convergence of (7) does not exceed unity, and Pochhammer's symbol (a; r) is deÿned by (a; r) = (a + r)= (a) (a; 0) = 1:
The combination of (5) and (7) gives
; r)(
where the change of order of the summation and integration is justiÿed in view of the convergence conditions imposed on the series (7). In order to evaluate (8) by term-by-term integration, let x 2 =u. Then
The integral in (9) is the beta function with value B( + r; ), which permits us to write (see [1, Chapter 6] )
( ; r) ( + ; r) ;
i.e., (5) yields the hypergeometric series
with three numerator and two denominator parameters. The exact result, justiÿed by the theorem of dominated convergence when ¿0 and Re( ) ¿ 0, Re( ) ¿ 0, is that
holds inside the region of convergence of (10a). An application of the elementary ratio test to the power series on the right-hand side in (10a) shows at once that convergence is ensured when | | ¡ 1. However, in the cases when = 0 and 1, the series in (10a) is also absolutely convergent on the circle | | = 1 since Re( ) ¿ 0 and Re( ) ¿ 0. Putting = 0 and 1 in (10b) we obtain solution of the integrals in (4) involving K( k ) and E( k ), respectively.
Particular cases of (4)
For completeness, solutions (10) of the integrals in (4) are included in Tables 1 and 2 as entries (1.a.1) and (2.a.1), respectively. In order to simplify the solutions for particular values of and , the various results in the theory of generalized hypergeometric functions have been employed. This is illustrated in the case of entries in Table 1 as follows.
Firstly, in some instances, the 3 F 2 hypergeometric function can be reduced to 2 F 1 . It is known that if the numerator and the denominator parameters coalesce, omission of the parameter allows us to replace 2 F 3 by 2 F 1 . Hence, in cases when =1 and + = , where the function 3 F 2 can be expressed Table 1 f 
m = 1; 2; 3; : : :
4 m = 1; 2; 3; : : : 
further simpliÿes it and leads to formula (1.a.5).
Next, the various summation formulae of 2 F 1 and 3 F 2 for the special values of the argument enable the majority of the integrals in Tables 1 and 2 to be expressed in terms of the gamma function. We note that expressions obtained by using the duplication formula and other properties of the gamma function (see, for instance, [ 
for the function 2 
Concluding remarks
We give a closed-form evaluation of ErdÃ elyi-Kober fractional integrals involving complete elliptic integrals of the ÿrst kind K, and of the second kind, E, in terms of the 3 F 2 generalized hypergeometric function. Reduction formulae for 3 F 2 enable us to simplify the solutions for a number of particular cases. In order to relate our results to those which are already known, we compare them with the results of Bushell [2] . Expressions (1.b.1) and (2.b.1) with = 2 − 1 (where ¿ − 1) readily give (3a) and (3b), respectively.
It is not di cult to generalize our results as follows. 
where | |61 and = 1 2 and = − 1 2 in the case of the integrals involving K( k ) and E( k ); respectively.
Proof. According to the entries (1.a.2) and (2.a.2) we have
; ; 2 ( + 1)=(2 + 1);
Formal term-by-term integration, justiÿed by the theorem of dominated convergence, and the use of (12) with = 0; 1; 2; : : : give (11).
